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Preceda
Payroll
Payroll technology that supports your organisation.
An integral part of the Preceda HR suite, Preceda Payroll is
designed to eliminate many of the labour-intensive and timeconsuming processes often associated with payroll processing
and management.

automatically included in payroll calculations. New hires can be
transferred to Preceda Payroll from Preceda Recruitment at the
touch of a button, and changes to salary packages in Preceda
Remuneration can be made in real time.

With a pedigree of over 20 years, Preceda Payroll is a proven
solution that mitigates the risk of errors in your employees’ pay
and allowances.

Efficient and easy to use
Understanding the time and cost pressures on HR professionals, NGA HR has designed Preceda Payroll from the ground up
with efficiency and ease of use in mind.

Some benefits of Preceda Payroll are:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Fast and accurate payroll processing;
Industry-leading security and reliability;
Ease of use and management with anytime/anywhere work
flexibility;
Suite of integration tools to leverage the Preceda “single
source of truth” relating to employee data;
Proven integration with standard third-party systems; and
True SaaS-based delivery model.

Automated and integrated payroll processing
By fully integrating with internal and third-party systems,
Preceda Payroll saves your organisation time, helps avoid data
re-entry and significantly reduces the risk of payroll errors.
Full integration is provided for a comprehensive range of
industry standard third-party financial systems, including online
banking, superannuation and general ledgers. Combined with
Preceda’s “single source of truth” database model, streamlining
ensures your organisation benefits from fast, accurate and
problem-free payroll processing.
Preceda Payroll contributes to and leverages data from other
Preceda HR modules, automating and streamlining many
traditionally manual processes.
Integration with the optional Preceda Time module ensures
timesheet data, penalty rates and award conditions are

Difficult and time-consuming tasks that may require programmer or consultant support, such as updating tax tables, are
transformed into simple one-click operations in Preceda Payroll.
Software as a Service (SaaS) deployment provides you with
the flexibility to work anytime from any computer connected
to the Internet. Extensive customisation options ensure you
can set up streamlined payroll workflows, regardless of your
organisation’s structure or business requirements.
Preceda Payroll includes fully customisable procedures to
automate many previously time-consuming tasks, such as
generating and distributing payslips and notifications.
Preceda’s Employee Self Service functionality also saves HR
personnel time by allowing employees to update their own
personal information (including addresses, contact phone
numbers and bank account details) and view payslips and
payment summaries online.
Security
Preceda Payroll delivers industry-leading security for your
organisation’s payroll system. Users receive all the underlying
security benefits of the Preceda HR solution, including 256-bit
SSL data encryption and proven virus-resistant IBM server
technology. Customisable permission levels linked to the
Organisational Hierarchy make sure only authorised personnel
have access to the payroll system.
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SAML (Security Assertion Markup Language), an open
standard for establishing SSO (Single Sign-On) connections,
is supported by Preceda (and other applications such as your
company Intranet), allowing users to use one user account and
password to access multiple applications.
Our OnDemand and Outsourced customers also benefit
from fully redundant data centre infrastructure and two-hour
maximum disaster recovery times. These systems combine
to give Preceda Payroll users the highest possible levels of
operational and information security.
Every client’s data is important to NGA HR. Regular security
audits are run via independent third parties to verify the design
and effectiveness of service controls.

Reporting
With payroll being the largest expense on the balance sheets
for most organisations, it is vital that managers have access to
the information they require for monitoring and management.
Preceda Payroll’s built-in reporting functionality delivers that
information, underpinning straightforward generation of indepth payroll reports and incorporation of payroll data into
overall business intelligence reporting.
By taking full advantage of Preceda’s single database structure
and extensive reporting tools, HR and payroll personnel can
prepare reports for management quickly and accurately.
Queries can be used to generate custom and comprehensive
payroll reports, mining any data stored in Preceda Payroll, with
data exported in a range of formats that are easily accessible
through third-party applications such as Microsoft Excel and
Crystal Reports.
Preceda Payroll contains the following features:

•
•
•
•

Employee and Manager Self Service
Workflow
HR Administration
Reporting

Preceda Payroll belongs to the Preceda HR suite, which
includes:
Payroll details – salary

•
•
•
•
•
•

Remuneration
Talent Management
Learning
Recruitment
Safety
External Personnel

Important Note: Every Preceda HR module adheres strictly to the hierarchical
permissions -based model of the Preceda solution.

Payroll – data entry

NGA Human Resources is a global leader in helping organisations transform their business-critical HR
operations to deliver more effective and efficient people-critical services.
We help our clients become better employers through smarter, more streamlined business processes - to
save money, manage employee life cycles and support globally connected, agile organisations. This is
how NGA makes HR work.
What sets us apart is The NGA Advantage. It’s a combination of deep HR expertise and insight,
advanced technology platforms and applications and a global portfolio of flexible service delivery options.
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Preceda
External Personnel
Powerful tools for managing volunteers and contractors.
In today’s business environment, contingent workers or
contractors (and volunteers) increasingly represent a significant
percentage of the workforce.
Like full-time employees, contractors may be assigned mutliple
tasks and responsibilities and therefore may have multiple pay
rates applicable depending on those duties. This is particularly
prevalent in the not-for-profit sector.
While contractors may be directly engaged and may exist on
your payroll, it is equally important to track and manage these
indirectly sourced and managed resources.
The Preceda External Personnel module provides an
integrated solution to:

•
•
•
•

Manage all personnel from a single database, regardless of
whether they are paid employees, volunteers or contractors
paid on invoice.
Report on and record external personnel information,
including contact details and emergency contacts, in a
centralised repository.
Proactively address compliance issues, such as police
checks and confidentiality agreements, for all personnel.
Attach external personnel to a position within your
organisational hierarchy, facilitating accurate department and
business unit reporting.

Consistent and centralised management
All human capital is an asset to your business. The ability
to manage your contractors and volunteers under the same
framework used to manage paid employees is a valuable asset
to HR operations.

Providing full contractor visibility decreases an organisation’s
exposure to compliance issues while increasing reporting and
HR workflow efficiencies.

Preceda External Personnel enables your organisation to
collect and maintain external personnel information, including
training histories, service periods, demographics, skills and
abilities. In addition, it can track details of issued equipment,
such as phones, security tags, keys and safety resources. With
such comprehensive data capture capabilities and with all data
stored in the same database as your paid employees, Preceda
External Personnel facilitates rapid and centralised access to
all personnel records.
With the option to store and track as much or as little
information as is required by your organisation, Preceda
External Personnel underpins your ability to gain full HR
visibility of this previously hidden workforce.
Streamlined compliance
Just as with paid employees, many external personnel need
to maintain current licences, qualifications and inductions to
perform their duties in line with statutory requirements or your
corporate policies.
The Compliance functionality within Preceda External
Personnel takes the guesswork out of managing those issues.
It affords real-time visibility and full reporting functionality
to help you meet accreditation requirements and ensure
compliance. As with internal personnel records, automatic
reminders can be scheduled to notify each manager of an
individual’s compliance currency status.
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Find the right people fast
In line with Preceda’s “single source of truth” database model,
Preceda External Personnel allows you to find the right person
for a particular task. With one easy, fully customisable search,
you can identify anyone within your workforce who has current
Working with Children accreditation, first-aid training or any
other relevant skill or certification – whether he or she be a
paid employee, contractor or volunteer.
With access to full contractor details, HR can minimise project
downtime by redeploying existing contracting resources,
thereby eliminating costly recruitment as well as on- and offboarding and compliance training.

Personal details of contractor

Preceda External Personnel is part of the Preceda HR suite,
which also includes:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Learning
Performance Management
Recruitment
Remuneration
Safety
Talent Management

Emergency contact details of contractor

NGA Human Resources is a global leader in helping organisations transform their business-critical HR
operations to deliver more effective and efficient people-critical services.
We help our clients become better employers through smarter, more streamlined business processes - to
save money, manage employee life cycles and support globally connected, agile organisations. This is
how NGA makes HR work.
What sets us apart is The NGA Advantage. It’s a combination of deep HR expertise and insight,
advanced technology platforms and applications and a global portfolio of flexible service delivery options.
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HR Outsourcing

As more and more businesses are realising the importance of providing a higher level of service to their employees, many
organisations are looking to payroll and HR outsourcing as an option that can help refocus internal resources towards
higher-value tasks while increasing compliance and mitigating risks across the organisation.
NGA Human Resources (NGA HR) offers managed payroll and HR outsourcing (MPHRO) services to mid-sized and large
organisations by providing expertise, assisting in driving down costs and maximising process standardisation across the
whole organisation. An NGA HR solution ensures legislative and regulatory compliance, resource scalability and IT system
maintenance.
Relieved of the burden of administrative tasks, organisations are able to focus on their core business … delivering
excellence to their clients.
Paying employees accurately and on time is one of the most critical functions performed by organisations … but what
happens when your payroll manager goes on leave? Disruption can affect productivity, quality of product or service and
ultimately the organisation’s overall profitability. Do you have contingencies in place?

Maintaining Standards of Excellence in HR
To optimise any MPHRO project, having standardised and streamlined processes is important, as these help in achieving a
high-quality, cost-efficient service delivery model. Throughout the years, NGA HR has built a solid track record with in-depth
expertise in MPHRO and the capability of implementing best-in-class delivery processes and, consequently, rendering highquality services. NGA HR bundles this expertise in our Operational Excellence Program, driving standardised delivery of
MPHRO processes within your organisation while keeping an eye on continuous improvements.
NGA HR aligns global processes and technology standards to market needs and local regulations. Multi-country operating
organisations can rely on this global approach, along with in-country expertise, to facilitate compliance in payroll and HR.
Regular audits of payroll and HR outsourcing services underpin the solidity of this framework.

•
•
•
•
•

Certified SAP BPO provider
Winner of the SAP Pinnacle Award in 2006, 2008 and 2010
Recognised as HRO market leader by Everest Research, Gartner and IDC
Named “major outsourcer of the year” by Institute of Payroll Professionals in 2008
Certified to ISO27001 and ISO9001 and subject to SOC1 controls
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Benefits of Outsourcing Administrative
Payroll and HR Functions
•

•

•

•
•
•

•

•

•

Risk mitigation – MPHRO helps ensure that your organisation
is fully compliant with legislative and regulatory requirements.
Local payroll is taken care of, along with defined contingency
planning.
Scalable outsourcing options – At NGA HR we offer a wide
variety of solutions, from payroll outsourcing to a full range
of HR services, allowing you to adopt a flexible and growthenabled HR outsourcing strategy.
Access to payroll experts – Access to subject matter
experts for your payroll-related tasks assures you of
support in making business decisions (all backed by critical
management information and reporting).
Reduced and transparent costs – You can eliminate money
spent on payroll stationery (by using employee self-service),
upskilling or training as well as supporting infrastructure.
Increased performance – Processes are reviewed regularly
to be brought in line with industry best practices.
Standardised and streamlined HR processes – To develop
your HR service delivery model, we ensure consistent and
standardised application of your payroll processes across all
locations, leveraging reporting and management capabilities.
Professional printed payslips – For those organisations
that do not want e-payslips, NGA HR professionally prints
payslips that are accurate and securely sealed to protect and
ensure confidentiality.
Focus on core competencies – Freeing up internal resources
by outsourcing transactional tasks to NGA HR enables your
organisation to focus on achieving your business objectives
and meeting the growth path designed by your management.
Additionally, in-house HR staff can now focus on addressing
more strategic HR challenges.
Year-end payroll processing support – NGA HR can assist
with statutory returns by uploading EMPDUPE files and
submitting to the ATO electronically, on your behalf.

Certified environment – As a testament to our ability
to provide world-class, reliable HR solutions, NGA HR
has proven to be a trusted partner of organisations for
over 30 years. At NGA HR we conduct regular audits
(including business continuity) and are challenged to
prove our continual compliance with SOC1, including
ISAE3402, standards.

Cost efficient local and global
service delivery
NGA HR offers our customers an extended Global Service
Delivery network consisting of global, regional and local
delivery centres. This network is at the heart of our MPHRO
business.
By making use of standardised methodologies, assets and
tools, NGA HR’s Global Service Delivery network ensures
cost-efficient delivery. Based on the follow-the-sun approach,
NGA provides dedicated support in over 25 spoken
languages from over 8,500 highly skilled HR professionals in
70 worldwide locations, while maintaining benefits of scale,
high performance and SLA-driven results.

Solid worldwide expertise
With experience in managing payroll and administering
workforce data for over 20 million employees across the globe,
we are confident we can help move your payroll and HR
service delivery organisation to the next level of excellence.
Payroll processing services are a key offering by NGA HR that
enables organisations to maximise their investment in an HR
Information System by providing an integrated payroll and HR
approach.
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Distribution of Tasks and Responsibilities
The general distribution of tasks and responsibilities in an MPHRO model is illustrated below:

Processes

Technology

Tasks retained by client
System Support

Tasks outsourced to NGA HR
System Support

•
•

Desktop maintenance
Communication/network

•
•
•
•

Application maintenance
Systems purchase and upgrade
Systems management and maintenance
Application of legal and legislative changes

•

Providing accurate data for entry in the agreed
format and within the agreed timeframes to ensure all
process schedules are achieved

•

Ensuring all data received by the client is entered
into the system for processing in the appropriate
pay cycle

•

Providing authorised payroll variations within the
agreed timeframes for all processing periods

•

Processing the payroll and generating the standard
reports within the agreed timeframes

•

Reviewing the payroll journal for verification prior to
final payroll processing

•

Finalising the payroll process and providing employee
EFT data to the bank/client for processing

•

Advising NGA HR of any changes, exceptions and
amendments to pre-approval information in writing or
via fax or email, in line with confirmation timeframes

•

Disbursing all third party payments and associated
reports (if client has adopted our Deduction
Management Service)

•

Providing NGA HR with at least one key contact and a
backup for authorisations

•

Maintaining the payroll system, which includes leave,
pay components, allowances and deductions

•

Creating the general ledger interface file for upload
into the client general ledger within the agreed
timeframe, or providing a report if clients need to
manually enter general ledger data.

•

Providing a helpdesk solution for agreed key contacts
as it relates to the payroll calculation process within
agreed time limits.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Regular payroll
Direct deposit
Payroll issue resolution
Commission pay runs
Annual bonuses
Annual employee reporting
Regular payroll and month-end reporting

NGA Human Resources is a global leader in helping organisations transform their business-critical HR
operations to deliver more effective and efficient people-critical services.
We help our clients become better employers through smarter, more streamlined business processes - to
save money, manage employee life cycles and support globally connected, agile organisations. This is
how NGA makes HR work.
What sets us apart is The NGA Advantage. It’s a combination of deep HR expertise and insight,
advanced technology platforms and applications and a global portfolio of flexible service delivery options.
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Preceda
Learning
Improved management of one of your greatest organisational assets.
In today’s highly competitive business environment, one of the most valuable assets of an organisation is the knowledge base
and skills of its employees
The Preceda Learning module adds value to your organisation’s bottom line by empowering HR professionals to proactively
manage that knowledge base and skill set. By leveraging data from within Preceda Learning, HR can spend less time chasing
outstanding training requests and more time developing the organisational talent pool.
Preceda Learning gives HR the ability to:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Create detailed course templates, including objectives and aims;
Schedule training sessions and publish online training calendars;
Streamline the course application and approval process;
Track and analyse skills, competencies and capabilities across the organisation with comprehensive real-time
training histories;
Improve management and reporting of training expenditure; and
Record and better manage formal education outside the workplace.

Easy creation and management
Preceda Learning provides HR with a powerful yet easy-to-use toolset for creating and managing training courses.
Internal and external courses can be set up, with the option to allocate trainers, equipment and prerequisites, and track other
relevant data.
Course owners and/or trainers can maintain notes and outcomes for each participant upon completion, and automated workflows
ensure employee records are updated with minimal involvement from HR.
The Employee Self Service (ESS) functionality enables employees to review their full training history online, as well as check
upcoming course schedules and nominate new training opportunities.
Powerful online reporting tools allow you to create and automatically distribute customised training reports to all relevant
stakeholders, making it easier to manage important issues such as tracking participation in mandatory courses.
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Streamlined nomination and enrolment
Nomination and enrolment is a quick and easy process with
Preceda Learning. Managers can nominate personnel to
training programs using the Manager Self Service (MSS)
functionality. Then, in a matter of seconds, nominations can be
accepted or rejected, and successful nominees enrolled.
Training requirements for individual employees identified
during Performance Reviews can be recorded in Development
Plans. These, in turn, can be viewed by training administrators,
enabling them to plan and schedule training based on current
organisational requirements.
Every step of the process is managed by customisable
Preceda workflows, which automatically notify owners of new
registrations. After each event, workflows ensure relevant
certifications, competencies and training histories are updated.

Improved expenditure management
Does your organisation know how much is being spent on
training vis-à-vis the learning and development budget? How
many hours a year does each employee spend on training?
Expenditure tracking and management features built into
Preceda Learning provide the answers to these and many
other important training expense questions.
Preceda Learning allows you to record, report and analyse all
aspects of training course expenditure, including trainer fees,
travel, venue hire and equipment costs. This ensures you
are fully informed when making important decisions, such as
how often courses should be run, or whether it is more costeffective for training to be outsourced or conducted internally.
Preceda Learning is part of the Preceda HR suite, which also
includes:

•
•
•
•
•
•

External Personnel
Performance Management
Recruitment
Remuneration
Safety
Talent Management

Training history

Compliance and training details

NGA Human Resources is a global leader in helping organisations transform their business-critical HR
operations to deliver more effective and efficient people-critical services.
We help our clients become better employers through smarter, more streamlined business processes - to
save money, manage employee life cycles and support globally connected, agile organisations. This is
how NGA makes HR work.
What sets us apart is The NGA Advantage. It’s a combination of deep HR expertise and insight,
advanced technology platforms and applications and a global portfolio of flexible service delivery options.
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Preceda
Performance
Management
Tools for effective building of employee skills, knowledge and performance.
At the heart of any successful organisation are its people
— people who have the skills and knowledge critical to an
organisation’s operational efficiencies.
Preceda Performance Management delivers the tools that
support managers to effectively build skills and knowledge and
manage performance.
Preceda Performance Management provides the toolsets to:

•

Reduce the administrative overhead required to manage and
conduct performance reviews;

•

Simplify tracking of goals and competencies across multidisciplinary teams; and

•

Improve the accuracy and flow of information throughout the
organisation by means of customisable workflows.

Complete performance management
Preceda Performance Management is designed specifically
to meet the often complex performance management
requirements of organisations, ranging from simple HR
performance structures to the largest and most multidisciplinary of organisations.
Preceda Performance Management delivers a comprehensive
solution that provides a myriad of features, including:

•
•
•
•
•

Employee and manager evaluations;
Customisable KPIs with multiple formats for different groups;
A variety of rating models;
Performance-based reporting options;
Development plan creation;

•
•

Structured discussion support; and
Probationary review support.

With its full and seamless integration into Preceda HR,
Preceda Performance Management exploits the Preceda
workflow capabilities, reporting and ease of use, resulting in a
flexible and powerful performance management solution.
Your own performance management processes
Regardless of your organisation’s processes, the flexibility
that Preceda Performance Management provides allows
organisations to either utilise or adapt existing templates to
ensure the best possible organisational fit.
This flexibility is supported by an intuitive design wizard that
guides users in modifying content and onscreen appearance of
performance management templates. Adding further flexibility
is the ability to create any number of templates, enabling
specific templates for each business unit and position.
Promotion of efficiency and productivity gains
Along with fully supporting any review management processes
by means of template customisation, Preceda Performance
Management streamlines the process. Its design interface
also allows users to customise workflows that incorporate
completion deadlines for each stage.
Reducing the administration load further, not to mention
promoting efficiency and productivity gains, is the system’s
automatic notification feature. When deadlines for any stage
of the workflow have been reached or passed, the Preceda
Performance Management workflow automatically sends
reminder emails to the relevant administrators to manage.
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Beyond objectives: Goal and competency creation
Preceda Performance Management facilitates structured
performance discussions that go beyond the management of
employees’ objectives. Additional review fields give you the
flexibility to track short- and long-term employee goals, career
aspirations, key strengths and areas for development. Using
these features, Preceda Performance Management enables
assessment of progress from one review to the next.

Quick monitoring and detailed reporting
From a single view, Preceda Performance Management
provides an up-to-date status of every active performance
review. Authorised users can drill down and gain an
immediate and detailed status report on individual reviews.
That same drill-down capability ensures managers have
straightforward access to historical information and their
team members’ past performance reviews.
Ultimately, Preceda Performance Management reduces
performance management administration and further
streamlines performance-based processes.
Preceda Performance Management is part of the Preceda
HR suite, which also includes:

Setting up a key performance indicator

•
•
•
•
•
•

External Personnel
Learning
Recruitment
Remuneration
Safety
Talent Management

Individual self-evaluation

NGA Human Resources is a global leader in helping organisations transform their business-critical HR
operations to deliver more effective and efficient people-critical services.
We help our clients become better employers through smarter, more streamlined business processes - to
save money, manage employee life cycles and support globally connected, agile organisations. This is
how NGA makes HR work.
What sets us apart is The NGA Advantage. It’s a combination of deep HR expertise and insight,
advanced technology platforms and applications and a global portfolio of flexible service delivery options.
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Preceda
Advanced Reports
Overview
Empowering HR and Payroll managers, Preceda Advanced Reports provides a suite of pre-reports, ranging from Employee
Headcounts, EEO and Telephone Lists through to Termination Analysis, Incident Safety and Recruitment.
Each report has been developed using Crystal Reports and Preceda Extractor.
Utilising Preceda Extractor (part of the Preceda Tools suite of applications), data can be extracted via a browser. Crystal Reports
can then be used to manipulate the data and provide graphs, charts, cross-tabs and line by line reports.
Once a report has been downloaded, you can use it as is or customise it to suit your unique requirements. NGA Human
Resources (NGA HR) can also provide Crystal Reports consultants who will assist you on a fee-for-service basis or,
alternatively, can arrange for Crystal Reports training via our Education team.
Preceda Advanced Reports increased flexibility via the Preceda HR suite, building reports that are stylish and easy to
understand, with the added power to build your own customised reports.

Benefits of Preceda Advanced Reports include:

•
•
•

Full suite of over 40 standard Advanced reports

•

Ability to write additional reports based on any
data in Preceda HR

•

Export of data into Microsoft Excel format
for calculations

•

Streamlining and standardisation of reports,
mitigating process errors and manual entry

•

Introductory and advanced training and
support availability

Ability to customise reports
Ability to brand reports in line with your
organisation’s guidelines

Preceda Advanced Reports

Report Examples Include:
Personnel
• Absenteeism
• Birthdays
• Company Headcount & Turnover
• Demographics
• Absenteeism
• New Employee Checklist
• Salary History Letter
• Separation Checklist
• Telephone Listings
Human Resources
• Employee Performance
• Equal Employment Opportunity
• Manager Department Summary
• Performance-based Reports
• Termination Analysis
• Workforce KPI
• Workforce Headcount
• Workforce Turnover
• Workforce Unplanned Absenteeism
• Workforce Retention
Payroll
• Accrued Leave
• Annual Leave Taken
• Centrelink Statement of Earnings
• Gross Earnings by Month
• LSL Reports
• NZ Certificate of Earnings
Safety
• Incident Analysis
• Occupational Health & Safety
• Return to Work
• Workcover LTI
Learning
Recruitment

NGA Human Resources is a global leader in helping organisations transform their business-critical HR
operations to deliver more effective and efficient people-critical services.
We help our clients become better employers through smarter, more streamlined business processes - to
save money, manage employee life cycles and support globally connected, agile organisations. This is
how NGA makes HR work.
What sets us apart is The NGA Advantage. It’s a combination of deep HR expertise and insight,
advanced technology platforms and applications and a global portfolio of flexible service delivery options.
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Preceda
Remuneration
Salary packaging streamlined.
Negotiating, setting and reviewing salary packages can be a complicated and time-consuming process for many organisations.
The Preceda Remuneration module ensures salary package information is transparent and easily maintained, regardless of
complexity.
Preceda Remuneration provides the tools that help organisations:

•
•
•
•
•

Build visible and editable salary packages;
Go beyond basic salary figures to calculate total employment costs in real time;
Manage Salary Reviews for team and department structures;
Allocate salary increases within a set budget; and
Eliminate data duplication and data re-entry.

Full visibility of total employment costs
Preceda Remuneration gives users the tools required to go beyond basic salary figures, allowing them to record, analyse and
better manage the organisation’s total employment costs.
In addition to salaries, full customisation options allow organisations to include superannuation, health fund contributions, tools
of trade, laptops, mobile phones and any other employment-related costs relevant to an employee.
All this data can be reviewed and analysed online, in real time, helping your organisation control total employment costs.
Comprehensive review and reporting functionality
Managers and reviewers need correct information during salary review discussions. With Preceda Remuneration, they can
access it almost anywhere, at any time.
Built-in reporting provides users with the ability to mine the full range of data within Preceda’s integrated database.
Comprehensive remuneration histories are available online, as are reports that compare your organisation’s remuneration
packages with industry averages. These features provide managers with a full set of tools for use during salary reviews.
Preceda Remuneration makes light work of traditionally cumbersome review practices. Powerful data import and export
functionality enables managers to export remuneration data into Microsoft® Excel and examine the effect of various
remuneration package changes on the overall budget. Once finalised in Excel, the data can be imported back into Preceda as
a payroll update, facilitating automated package amendments and production of salary review documentation.
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Automation and integration: Save time,
improve accuracy
As part of the fully integrated Preceda HR suite, Preceda
Remuneration is a valuable asset in an organisation’s efforts
to streamline processes, eliminate manual handling, save time
and reduce data entry errors.
Relevant data can be shared immediately between Preceda
Remuneration and other modules, ensuring quick and
consistent application of packages across your organisation.
This ability eliminates the need for data re-entry and allows
changes to remuneration packages to be reflected instantly
in payroll.

Vehicle allocation history

Preceda Remuneration is part of the Preceda HR suite,
which also includes:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

External Personnel
Learning
Performance Management
Recruitment
Safety
Talent Management
Remuneration

Salary package history

Salary package details

NGA Human Resources is a global leader in helping organisations transform their business-critical HR
operations to deliver more effective and efficient people-critical services.
We help our clients become better employers through smarter, more streamlined business processes - to
save money, manage employee life cycles and support globally connected, agile organisations. This is
how NGA makes HR work.
What sets us apart is The NGA Advantage. It’s a combination of deep HR expertise and insight,
advanced technology platforms and applications and a global portfolio of flexible service delivery options.
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Preceda
Safety
Supporting personnel safety and OH&S regulatory compliance.
Ensuring the safety of employees has never been more
important. Preceda Safety’s comprehensive incident tracking,
reporting and automated workflow capabilities help your
organisation comply with increasingly strict and complex
OH&S regulations.
Preceda Safety enables your organisation to take a proactive
and planned approach to workplace safety.
Benefits of Preceda Safety include:

•
•
•
•

Simplified management of compliance with OH&S
regulations;
Reduced OH&S management overheads;
Improved identification of hazards within the workplace; and
Streamlined handling of return-to-work plans and workers
compensation reports.

Built-in workflows
Preceda Safety workflows ensure OH&S issues are dealt with
in a streamlined, comprehensive and accurate manner.
Should an employee be injured or involved in an OH&S
incident, the Preceda Self Service functionality enables
the rapid capture of all the required information as well as
automatic generation of an incident report.
Once an incident is reported, Preceda Safety workflows make
sure every step of the process is handled.

Line managers can be notified regarding the preparation of
return-to-work plans, recording of doctor’s certificates and
updates to Preceda Time and Payroll.
In addition to employees, Preceda Safety supports the
tracking and handling of incidents for external personnel,
including contractors, volunteers and visitors.
Fully configurable
Preceda Safety can be configured in line with organisational
compliance requirements. Workflows can be customised to
suit your organisational structure, and reports can be easily
configured with safety-related information relevant to your
organisation.
Better information, better understanding
The powerful and flexible reporting functionality inherent
throughout the entire Preceda HR suite empowers users of
Preceda Safety to gain immediate access to information, thus
helping minimise OH&S overhead.
Reports can be generated quickly, allowing you to analyse
incident trends, identify “accident prone” employees and
readily spot areas that may require revision of safety
procedures. Authorised users can also track the status of
outstanding workers compensation claims and obtain reports
on historical data.
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Planning and compliance
Preceda Safety includes templates and workflows designed
specifically to facilitate handling of complex procedures.
These include the traditionally labour-intensive preparation
of return-to-work plans and workers compensation
reconciliation reports.
Preceda Safety’s automated workflows allow for significant
time savings in planning and report creation while ensuring
full compliance with regulations – protecting your investment
in people and your business.

Medical centre integration
Whether your organisation has a first aid station or a full onsite medical centre, Preceda Safety supports comprehensive
recordkeeping and reporting for your medical facilities.
Staff can record when a person visits the medical centre or
first aid officer, along with specifics of the visit, such as the
nature of injuries and treatments given.
Full integration with the Preceda database ensures
consistency of reporting and availability of comprehensive
information, even for organisations with multiple sites.
Preceda Safety is part of the Preceda HR suite, which also
includes:

•
•
•
•
•
•

External Personnel
Learning
Performance Management
Recruitment
Remuneration
Talent Management

Details of injuries

Recording an incident
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Preceda
Self Service
Anywhere, anytime access for employees and manager.
What is Self Service?
Preceda Self Service provides employees and managers with secure
web-based access to information, screens, workflows and reports.
Self Service transforms people management by giving employees
access to HR management and payroll-related screens and workflows
via Employee Self Service (ESS).
Managers, through Manager Self Service (MSS), gain access to over
250 HR management and payroll-related screens and workflows.
Preceda Self Service answers the need to transform employee
engagement and drive productivity. Organisations have the ability to
reinforce their employer brand by allowing organisations to reskin
(and brand) Self Service.
Keeping up with the global trend of eliminating administration and manual processes, Self Service enables HR to empower line
managers (and employees) and ultimately frees up time for HR teams to focus on strategic and value-add initiatives.

Preceda Employee Self Service
Utilising Internet browser, employees can securely log in to Preceda
ESS from anywhere in the world.
Preceda ESS provides instant access to key personal and payroll
data, including address information, emergency contacts, payslips,
payment summaries, timesheet (start and finish time recording), leave
projections and leave history.
Preceda ESS workflows process leave applications, online performance
appraisals, incident reporting and more. All workflows are supported
with manager approval via MSS.
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Preceda Manager Self Service
Preceda MSS leverages the web-based ability of Preceda to
deploy secure access to hundreds of Preceda screens, reports
and workflows to managers – anywhere, anytime. Using the
proven security controls of Preceda, managers can access
only the data of their employees and the specified Preceda
functionality assigned to their role.

Benefits of ESS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eliminates transactional processes and double handling
of information
Deploys HR management tools to
line managers
Uses automated workflows to streamline
business processes
Eliminates printed payslips
Reduces leave theft through the use of online
leave applications
Uses Internet Explorer, Firefox, Safari and Chrome for
simple deployment
Offers an integrated solution:
One Database = One Source of Truth

Preceda ESS provides the functionality for employees to
access the following:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Allowances & Deductions
Bank Details
Career Aspirations
Certifications
Claims
Competencies
Compliance Details
Costing Details
Dependents and Emergency Contacts
Development Plans
Duties
Equipment Issued
Expense Claims
Formal Education
Future Roles
Incident Reporting
Leave Application and Entitlements
Leave. Mentoring and Training History
License & Registration Details
Membership Summary
Notes
Passport & Visa Details
Payslips
Performance Appraisals
Payment Summary, Position, Salary and History
Rostering and Timesheets
Salary Package
Significant Dates
Superannuation
Training Requests
YTD Earnings

Preceda Self Service is part of the Preceda HR suite, which
also includes:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Remuneration
Recruitment
Learning
Talent Management
Performance Management
Safety
External Personnel
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Preceda
Talent Management
An integrated solution for managing, retaining and analysing your
organisation’s talent.
Attracting and effectively managing talented employees need no longer be a challenge to your organisation. The Preceda Talent
Management module provides HR professionals with a comprehensive suite of tools designed to build a strong and resilient
corporate culture that recognises and rewards its people in line with productivity outcomes.
Preceda Talent Management enables your organisation to:

•
•
•
•
•

Better recruit suitable candidates, with powerful job profiling systems;
Undertake workforce planning, based on live data;
Track and manage employee performance and progression towards goals;
Create succession and mentoring plans; and
Responsibly manage career aspirations for individual employees.

Proactive people management
Preceda Talent Management allows users to build an integrated people management solution, incorporating real-time data such
as the outcome of Performance Reviews.
Using Preceda Talent Management, HR managers can map out a career path for individual employees, identifying aspirations
and competency gaps.
Since Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and employee Development Plans can be recorded, managers and employees have
everything they need to proactively pursue career development.
Utilising data from a central repository, Preceda Talent Management assists HR in proactively managing the workforce lifecycle,
from recruitment to retirement, building a people management plan that can be visible to the employee (if required) and
maintained by the manager to maximise employee productivity.
Improved employee retention
Retaining key, talented employees is vital to the health of your organisation. Preceda Talent Management provides everything
HR professionals need to plan, record and track an effective retention program. Full reports on turnover and retention statistics
are just a click away, with analytical demographic breakdowns by service period, gender and age, position, location and more.
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Evaluating against best practice competency standards
Preceda Talent Management helps your organisation identify
competency gaps in the workforce and effectively fill them to
get the most out of your employees.
Job analysis and salary survey data from third parties, such
as Hays or Mercers, can be imported to Preceda Talent
Management for use in detailed competency models that
can be attached to employee or position records. This ability
assists HR professionals in gaining visibility into how roles can
be adapted to suit the ever-changing workforce.
Preceda Talent Management assists HR in determining
employee competencies, allowing for increased task allocation
and responsibility, as well as highlighting competency gaps
between best practice and your organisation.

Integration
Preceda Talent Management is fully integrated with the entire
Preceda HR suite, eliminating data re-entry and manual
processes and, in effect, saving your organisation time and
money. Managers and administrators can link as much or as
little employee data as required.
Linked with Preceda Performance Reviews, HR can allow
Performance Review outcomes to be visible in Preceda Talent
Management.
Integration with Preceda Learning can help streamline the
development of training programs for employees while meeting
organisational goals.
Preceda Talent Management is part of the Preceda HR suite,
which also includes:

•
•
•
•
•
•

External Personnel
Learning
Performance Management
Recruitment
Remuneration
Safety

Position-related competencies

Development plan
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Preceda
Time
Effective management of employee time and rostering.
For the majority of organisations, labour constitutes the
largest operating expense. It is therefore crucial that HR
professionals and business managers can accurately track
and efficiently manage labour costs.
Preceda Time gives HR the ability to manage labour costs
through:

•

Accurate tracking, forecasting and management of labour
costs and time & attendance information;

•
•

Generation and management of staff rosters; and
Easy and accurate interpretation of awards, enterprise
bargaining agreements (EBAs) and workplace agreements.

Time capture
Accurate tracking of employee start and finish times is vital
in calculating the real cost of labour in your organisation.
Preceda Time includes a range of options for capturing time
data, ensuring you can adopt a solution that best fits your
organisation’s needs:

•
•

Biometric or proximity time clocks supplied by NGA HR;

•

Interface with internal or third-party systems, such as point
of sale, security, IT and spreadsheets.

Online timesheet completion with Employee and Manager
Self Service functionality; and

Approval, review and sign-off
Preceda Time provides managers with the freedom to
manage approvals, review and sign-off of employee times at
the group or individual level.

Managers can approve at a team, section or shift level,
rather than per individual employee, by taking advantage of
the group approval capability. Added to this is the ability to
manage by exception, with automated highlighting of cases
that fail to meet defined business rules.
Security and audit trails
Robust data security and access control are built-in benefits
of Preceda Time. These guarantee that access to sensitive
data, such as pay rates and personal information, is limited to
authorised personnel.
Permission levels can be customised or linked to the Preceda
Organisational Hierarchy defaults, restricting manager
access to employee information.
Built-in audit trails track and record every change made in
the system, allowing for view and management of historical
transactions, as well as providing access to the original
source details of time capture transactions.
Fully integrated
Consistent with Preceda’s “single source of truth” database
model, Preceda Time is fully integrated with Preceda Payroll
and the Preceda HR suite.
This underpins consistency and accuracy of information,
enabling managers to make informed decisions seamlessly.
Time data transactions are shared from Preceda Time to
Preceda Payroll, ensuring employees are always paid for
the correct number of hours, and leave entitlements are
accurately calculated.
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Rostering
Preceda Time also enables users to generate future-dated
rosters. Managers are then able to compare expected costs
against pre-set budgets or sales forecasts.
Backward comparisons also allow managers to review actual
versus rostered costs at the end of a pay period. This powerful
functionality helps organisations control labour costs, reduce
overhead and facilitate forward planning.
To assist managers in gaining even greater roster control and
flexibility, Preceda Time facilitates scheduling for individuals
and groups. Work pattern templates common to Preceda Time
and Preceda Payroll aid in the population of future rosters. Ad
hoc roster changes can be made for individuals or groups in
one period without affecting future roster periods.

Award interpretation
Preceda Time automates the management of time and
attendance rules, delivering consistent and accurate
interpretation for every pay cycle. Configurable, parameterdriven award interpretation supports the definition of rules and
calculations for a comprehensive range of situations, including
rounding, meals, breaks, penalties, overtime, and more.
This, in turn, reduces timesheet interpretation overhead,
as well as enables immediate response to, and automatic
promulgation of, award or EBA changes. Importantly, Preceda
Time’s consistent application of rules helps improve control of
organisational labour costs.
Preceda Time contains the following features:

•
•
•
•

Time & Attendance
Rostering
Award Interpreter
Costing

Preceda Time belongs to the Preceda HR suite, which
includes:

Individual roster screen for current period

•
•
•
•
•
•

Remuneration
Talent Management
Learning
Recruitment
Safety
External Personnel

Important Note: Every Preceda HR module adheres strictly to the hierarchical
permissions- based model of the Preceda solution.

Employee Self Service – Time worked or leave recording
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